Job: whore

Tips by women for prostituting women

An established job – but what in fact does a whore? Straddling
her legs – is that all?????

First some words to begin with
I’m comforting, encouraging, listening.
I show understanding, give
comfort, have sympathy, demonstrate
despair.
I satisfy, beat, whip and
shackle.
I give humiliation.
I am a mother, sister,
pal
and whore,
social worker, dreamseller, therapist
and however
I feel like a soul hunter
belonging to a bad sect, no-one
wanting to belong
or to confess to.
I am a prostitute.
(taken from:” Dancing lights in the Shadow: Prostitutes writing”
Edition Klaus Isele, FuldaerVerlagsanstalt 1989)
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Any woman selling herself has the idea to make quick and
easy money to build up a secure existence (with or without
a partner) either to support her family, to pay debts, to
finance a formation or because of many other reasons.
In most cases only a certain period of time is viewed to
reach the wanted aim, but many stay longer…
In the beginning experienced women thought they knew
everything about the job and could reach any aim, until they
knew this wouldn’t be the case. Or they didn’t want to
admit not knowing everything by then.
Time going by some of their illusions get lost, experiences
and basic knowledge are made.
Experienced women want to help on with their knowledge
(for good and bad times).
Here are some of their tips worth considering:

Be good to yourself…….be professional
The above quoted poem shows the work of a sex seller. It’s
not a clearly defined job but various kinds in one. Soon it’s
over with the idea of only “straddling the legs”. You must
adopt to any suitor or client and play your special game
which costs you physical and mental power:
Listen to yourself, take breaks, take a regular distance to
your job:
Put up your legs!
Go for a walk!
Have a massage!
Take care of yourself!
Fixed working times and regular days-off are helpful.
Separate your working place from your flat – if possible.

In case of offering special services not belonging to your
standard repertory you should ask for more money.
Sign your NHS security!
Diseases are not always realized at once and as you will
know there are some of them being incurable (AIDS). So
above all use always a condom for your own protection.
Anyway hygiene and cleanliness are the essence in the job.

Don’t be always available – which makes you more
interesting!
Thing you can have at any time and place may soon lose
their attraction.
Be aware of the service you can provide without having a
personal damage. As long as you can look into the mirror
and feel good it’s ok. If you feel bad, you have to change
something.
Be aware of the fact that the man in your work is a client
and not your husband.
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Sell yourself at a good price

Esteem and respect

It’s your aim to earn money and right here you will ask:
”How will I achieve this?”
There are two possibilities for you to work: either according
to the motto “good, cheap, permanent” i.e. you offer a lot
and more for a low price, or you use your head to get more
money for less work having nevertheless satisfied clients.

The client wants to be esteemed and respected – so do you!
That’s why it’s important for you to know what you want to
offer and for which price. Remain stable (nice but stable),
even when it’s difficult and business is running bad. If he
really wants to have what he wants he will pay your price. If not
today, then another day. If once he succeeded in pushing
down the price he will try it again and again.

The value you accord to yourself mirrors your prices.

And once more, the client isn’t your husband.

Generally spoken Inform yourself about the current
prices which are to be considered as lowest limits.
For some women coming from a foreign country the
argument may be true that she earns a lot of money but be
aware that the money earned in this country doesn’t really
value much and you can even earn more.

Basically it’s true: if you know what you want you’ll have
a better basis for negotiations.

Don’t make your own life and the life of other persons
more difficult as it already is!
Create a cosy atmosphere.
Clients are more willing to pay more in a cosy atmosphere.
Give them a good feeling without giving away too much
from yourself.
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Drugs diminish your will for enforcement.
Your colleagues want to be respected the same way as you
do, i.e. you don’t have to be best friends but you have to
respect each other.
In case of being insecure or having questions concerning
the know-how you should address to experienced
colleagues who will be willing to help you.

Security

In cooperation with the NHS office a special brochure on health by
“Madonna” will be published soon.

It’s always possible to be confronted with violent attacks by clients
and you have to leave the room, or colleagues / janitors have to come
into the room in order to help. That’s why it’s useful to close the door
but to leave it unlocked.

Mrs Elisabeth Kemper from “Madonna” will be at your disposal for
health questions from the beginning of September 2003 on.

To keep the situation in the room always under your control you
should never turn your back to the client even if you have known him
for some time.
Supply enough electric light to be able to see if there are any signs of
diseases, crablouse etc.
In any case of disease reject the client.
Use always a condom – even for blow-jobs!
Drugs have negative influence on your perception and weaken the
immune system!
Create financial sources (e.g. savings, life insurance or similar) for
your later life or forced working breaks (e.g. illness). Keep away
from them and only touch them in case of emergencies. This is also
true if you live with a partner – a separation from him is never
excluded.
Some of these points may astonish you – talk about them with
older colleagues.

In case of difficulties, crises and questions of any kind you may
contact the information centre. They are subject to secrecy!

Tips by women for prostituting women
Editor: Madonna e.V.
Gußstahlsr. 33
44793 Bochum
0234-685750 or
07000-6236662
Mon, Thu, Fri 11am.-.1pm
Mon, Thu 2pm – 4pm
Wed 4pm – 8pm
Collected and edited by Mrs Ludwina Stallmann in cooperation with
active and ex- female
sexworkers.
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Information Centre for Prostitutes
Germany
Hydra
Köpenickerstr.187-188
10997 Berlin
Tel. 030-6110023

Mäc-Up
Machabäerstr.31
50668 Köln
Tel. 0221-133557

Kober
Nordstr. 50
44145 Dortmund
Tel. 0231-8610320
The Netherlands

Hurenselbsthilfe Saarbrücken
Nauwieserstr. 18
66111 Saarbrücken
Tel.0681-373631

Madonna e.V.
Gußstahlstr.33
44793 Bochum
Tel. 0234-685750

Agisra Frankfurt
Ludolfstr. 2-4
60487 Frankfurt
Tel. 069-777752

Mimikry
Dreimühlenstr.1
80469 München
Tel. 089-7259083

PHÖNIX e. V.
Bergmannstr. 3
30159 Hannover
Tel. 0511-7011517
Switzerland

De rode Draad
Klovenirsburgwall 74
1051 HA Amsterdam
Tel.0031-206243366

Prima Donna
Steinberggasse 54
8400 Winterthur
Tel.0041-52-2122721

Lucie van Mens
Stichting soa-betrijding
Postbus 8198
3503 Utrecht

Xenia
Langmauerweg 1
3011 Bern
Tel.0041-31-3119720

Austria
Kassandra
Wirthstr. 36
90459 Nürnberg
Tel. 0911-442889
Karo
Am Altmarkt 3
08523 Plauen
03741-276851
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Mitternachtsmission Dortmund
Dudenstr. 2-4
44137 Dortmund
Tel.0231-144491
Nittribitt e. V.
Staderstr. 1
28205 bremen
Tel.0421-448662

Lena
Steingasse 25
4020 Linz
Tel. 0732-775508

Sila
Oelbaumweg 6-8
1150 Wien
Tel. 01-8975536

Lefö
Kettenbrückengasse 15/II/4
1050 Wien
Tel. 0431-581-1881

Maiz
Altstadt 2/11
4020 Linz
Tel. 0732-776070

